Multiple sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in computational biology. Because of its notorious difficulties, aligning sequences within a constant band (c-diagonal [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, the problem is still NP-hard for multiple sequences. In this paper, we present a theoretical study of this problem. In particular, for arbitrarily small > 0, we present polynomial time algorithms that produce a multiple alignment (not necessarily c-diagonal) with cost at most 1 + times the cost of the optimal c-diagonal alignment, under standard models of both SP alignment and consensus (star) alignment. Our algorithms for consensus alignment allow very general score schemes.
our algorithm is a good approximation to the optimal general alignment without the c-diagonal constraint. For these reasons, as well as for the simplicity of presentation, throughout the paper we use PTAS to denote a polynomial time algorithm that produces a general multiple alignment with at most 1 + times the cost of an optimal alignment under the problem definition. Consequently, the main results of the paper are PTAS for c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT under both consensus and SP alignment models.
In order to obtain our main results, we also get similar results for aligning sequences allowing constant number of gaps per sequence on average. These problems are interesting in their own rights. For example, the alignment of Cystic Fibrosis gene (CFTR protein) has only one gap per sequence. Given n sequences S = {s 1 , . . . , s n }, over alphabet Σ = {1, . . . , A}, to be aligned. Let S i be the supersequence of s i in an alignment M, and S be the majority sequence of S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n .
Definition 4 (INSERTION GAPS AND DELETION GAPS). If S[j ] is Δ while S i [j ] is not, then j corresponds to an insertion of s i . If S[j ] is not Δ while S i [j ] is, then j corresponds to a deletion of s i . A sequence of consecutive insertions (deletions) is called an insertion gap (a deletion gap).
In multiple alignment, one insertion gap may correspond to many deletion gaps and vice versa. Thus, when we count the total number of insertion and deletion gaps, we should do it in an optimal way. For example, in the multiple alignment in Fig. 1 , the total number of insertion and deletion gaps should be counted as 1, not 3.
Definition 5 (AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT).
The AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT problem is to find an alignment of S such that on average, there are at most c insertion and deletion gaps per sequence, minimizing the SP-score.
Definition 6 (AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT).
The AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT problem is to find an alignment of S such that on the average, there are at most c insertion and deletion gaps per sequence, minimizing the consensus score.
Obviously, we can define the c-GAP SP/CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT problems without the AVERAGE phrase, which require the solution to satisfy that there are at most c insertion and deletion gaps in every sequence. Clearly, they are easier versions of the AVERAGE c-GAP SP/CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT problems. In [9] , we have constructed a PTAS for c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT as a simple application of the polynomial time approximation scheme for CONSENSUS PATTERNS in the same paper. However, it needs brand new approaches in this paper to obtain the PTAS for either the SP model or the c-diagonal model.
The key ideas of our algorithms for the AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS/SP ALIGNMENT problems are as follows: Suppose we randomly pick r letters from n given letters (or from a subset of the n given letters of size (1 − δ)n for a small positive δ), then the frequency of a letter a in the r letters is very close to its frequency in the n letters, with high probability. Moreover, from r random sequences from n sequences (or from a subset of the n sequences of size (1 − δ)n for a small positive δ), we can approximately know the information of the optimal alignment of the n sequences, supposing we know the "correct" alignment of the r sequences. By this approximate information, we can approximately construct the alignment of the n sequences.
The above algorithms are used as subroutines of the algorithms for the c-DIAGONAL CONSENSUS/SP ALIGN-MENT problems. Because of the c-diagonal condition, we can dynamically cut the sequences into small segments so that each segments is an Average c-Gap Consensus/SP Alignment and the errors caused by the cutting are small.
The hardness results

Theorem 1. 0-GAP SP ALIGNMENT is NP-hard.
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Proof. W. Just proved that 0-GAP SP ALIGNMENT is NP-hard for the case where the possible gaps are at the two ends of the sequences [7] . The score scheme he used satisfies triangle inequality. However, his result does not imply the NP-hardness for the w a,b ∈ {0, 1} score scheme, where w a,b is the score between the letters a and b.
We reduce MAXIMUM CUT-3 to 0-GAP SP ALIGNMENT. MAXIMUM CUT-3 asks for a maximum cut of a graph G where every node has degree no more than 3. It is known to be Max SNP-hard [11] and hence NP-hard. Let G = V , E be an instance of MAXIMUM CUT-3, where G is an undirected graph, V = {v 1 
and M is a sufficient large number, e.g., (nm) 3 . Let e j = v i , v i and i < i . Let us observe three possible alignments of the j th piece of s i and s i .
Note that X = x M and p k,j = XxxxxxX for any k / ∈ {i, i }. So, it is easy to verify that if p k,j is aligned with p i,j and p i ,j , then the columns that contain 0 or 1 have score 3 For any 1 i n, let S i be the sequence obtained by concatenating N copies of s i , where N = 3n 2 . Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be the n sequences to be aligned. We get an instance of SP alignment.
For any partition (V 1 , V 2 ) of V with K cut edges, we align the sequences as follows: (1) if v i ∈ V 1 , add a space at the left end of s i , and (2) if v i ∈ V 2 , add a space at the right end of s i .
It is easy to verify that the SP-score is
Conversely, given an alignment with SPscore no more than this number, a careful analysis will show that one can get a partition of V that cuts at least K edges. 
A PTAS for SP alignment within a band
In this section we prove the following main result: there is a PTAS for c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT under SP-score model. The proof consists of two parts. In Section 3.1, we construct a PTAS for the AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT problem; then, using this PTAS, we obtain our main result in Section 3.2.
AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT
Let L be the length of alignment M of sequences s 1 , . . . , s n . Let x j,a be the number of the occurrences of letter a at the j th position of M. The SP-score of M can be rewritten as: Clearly,
n is the frequency of letter a in the j th position of the alignment. We call the L × (|Σ| + 1) matrix formed by x j,a n the frequency matrix of M. Our algorithm consists of two major steps: (1) Randomly choose (or trying all possibilities) r sequences from the n sequences. By trying all possible "feasible" alignments, we can suppose that we know the "correct" alignment M r of the r sequences that is induced by M. Then we calculate the frequency matrix of M r , which is hopefully an approximation to the frequency matrix of M. (2) Align every sequence with the frequency matrix of M r . The complete algorithm is given in Fig. 2 . Proof. Let M opt be an optimal AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT of s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n and L be the length of M opt . Let S i be the supersequence of s i in M opt . For any l > 0, since the total number of gaps is no more than cn in M opt , the number of sequences which contain more than cl gaps is less than n l . Let δ = 1 l and assume, without loss of generality, S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s (1−δ) n } such that each sequence contains no more than cl gaps.
With equal probability, we randomly choose a sequence from S (and put it back). Independently repeat for r times, we get
Starting with these r sequences and the alignment M , we can get λ j,a and M in steps 1(a)-(c).
Letx j,a = λ j,a × n/r. Let x j,a be the number of the occurrences of letter a at the j th position of M opt , and y j,a be the number of the occurrences of letter a at the j th position of M. Then to prove the theorem, we only need to prove that
We prove Inequality (1) via several claims.
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Proof. It is sufficient to show that
This follows from Claim 4 and a∈Σ∪{Δ} (y j,a −x j,a ) = 0. 2 M is constructed to optimize the alignment to M , whereas M opt is to optimize the alignment of all sequences. Intuitively, the values y j,b from M is more "compatible" tox j,a than x j,b is. We have the following claim.
Proof. Let S i and S i be the supersequences of
For the same reason,
. Therefore, the claim is proved. 2
With Claims 5 and 6, in order to prove (1), it is only necessary to prove the following claim.
Since a∈Σ∪{Δ} (x j,a − x j,a ) = 0, by Claim 4, we know that
Thus, to prove Formula (2), it is sufficient to prove
Let S i be the supersequence of
. A moment of thinking shows that λ j,a is the sum of r A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y independent 0-1 random variables, each taking 1 with probability x j,a n , i.e., λ j,a has a binomial distribution B(r, x j,a n ). By a simple property of binomial distribution [18] ,
Multiplying Formula (4) by ( n r ) 2 , we get
Obviously, x j,a = E[x j,a ]. So, it is easy to verify that
The last equality comes from Formula (5). Now let us upper bound the right side of Formula (6). First, let us consider (x j,a − x j,a ) 2 .
Case 1. If x j,a x j,a , then we have
The last inequality holds since by definition x j,a x j,a .
Case 2. If x j,a > x j,a , we still have
Therefore, we have
Secondly,
Since x j,a − x j,a δn, we have
Combining Formulas (6)- (8), we know that
When l 4, i.e., δ 
We used w a,b = 1 for any a, b ∈ Σ ∪ {Δ} in our proofs for readability reasons.
c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT in SP model
The basic ideas of our c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT algorithm are: (1) Dynamically cut the sequences into small segments such that the SP alignment cost for each segment is about ctn 2 . Therefore, there are about ct insertions and deletions in a segment of each sequence on average. Thus, we can use the PTAS for AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT for each segment; (2) From the c-diagonal condition, the cost of the cutting errors for every segment is at most cn 2 , that is small with respect to ctn 2 -the cost of a segment.
Let
The complete algorithm is given in Fig. 3 . 2 , then from the selection of L in step 2, c alg (i) ρctn 2 2 , it is easy to see that each insertion or deletion contributes score at least n. So, in the optimal alignment for segment i, the average number of insertions and deletions for each sequence is no more than ct. Thus, from Theorem 3, we also have c alg (i) ρc opt (i). 2
Theorem 8. The performance ratio of Algorithm DiagonalSPAlign is
Claim 9. c alg (i) ρc opt (i).
Proof. If c opt (i) ctn
. So we have c alg (i) ρc opt (i). If c opt (i) < ctn
If h = 1, the theorem is trivially true by Claim 9. So, in the rest of the proof, we assume h 2. Let c(i) be the cost in M opt contributed by the ith segment. That is,
where x j,a is the number of the occurrences of letter a at the j th position of M opt . Then we have
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Claim 10. For any 1 i < h, c(i) c(t
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that c(i) < c(t − 2)n 2 − n 2 for some 1 i < h. Then since the cdiagonal condition, the alignment of the ith segment which is induced by M opt has score less than c(i) + 2cn 2 . Therefore, c opt (i) < ctn 2 − n 2 . So, the cost of an optimal alignment for S = {s 1 
is not more than c opt (i) + n 2 < ctn 2 . Thus, by Theorem 3, we know that Algorithm AverageSPAlign will output an alignment for S with cost less than ρctn 2 . This is a contradiction with the maximal of L in step 2. 2
As a consequence of Claim 10, we have
It is easy to see:
Combining with Claim 9, we have
Combining with Formula (9), we have the following which proves the theorem:
. 2
A PTAS for consensus alignment within a band
In this section we prove the following main result: there is a PTAS for c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT in the consensus model. Similar to the SP model, the proof consists of two parts. In Section 4.1, we construct a PTAS for the AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT problem. Then, in Section 4.2, using the PTAS in Section 4.1 as a subroutine, we obtain our main result.
AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT
In this section, we design a PTAS for AVERAGE c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT. This algorithm itself is a major improvement of a previous weaker result (without average) in [9] . In [9] , we proved that the majority letter (sequence) of r random selected letters (sequences) is a good approximation to the majority of n given letters (sequences). Using this property, we presented PTAS to CONSENSUS PATTERNS and c-GAP CONSENSUS ALIGNMENT. Here, we prove a stronger property, that is, if the r random letters are selected from a subset of the n given letters (sequences), and the subset is of size (1 − δ)n for a small positive δ, then the above property still holds (Lemma 13). Using this stronger property, we design the PTAS for average c-gap consensus alignment.
Theorem 11. For l > 2, r > 2, Algorithm AverageConsensusAlign gives an alignment with cost at most
1 + max 4 l − 2 , 8 √ e( √ 4r + 1 − 3) A
times that of the optimum in polynomial time, where A is the alphabet size.
Proof (Sketch). The following technical lemma was proved in [9] . 
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Algorithm AverageConsensusAlign
Lemma 12. Let g(x, y)
.
From Lemma 12, we want to prove the following lemma:
. . , a n ∈ Σ be n letters. Let h(a) be the number of occurrences of letter a in a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n . For
..,i r ) be a majority letter of a i 1 , a i 2 , . . . , a i r and a * be a majority letter of a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n .
Proof. For every a ∈ Σ = {1, . . . , A}, let l a denote the number of a's in an r-element set. Let
be the set of r-tuples of indexes. To simplify the proof, we first introduce two index sets, I a and L a , where
Since Σ = {1, 2, . . . , A}, then the left-hand side of Inequality (11) is
To upper bound the left-hand side of Inequality (11), we consider the upper bounds of
If a = a * , two cases arise:
Obviously, h(a * ) + h(a) n. Add the two inequalities, we have 2h(a * ) ( 
It is easy to see that |I a |k −r 1. Therefore, we have
A u t h o r ' s p e r s o n a l c o p y
Let x a be the number of occurrences of letter a in
That is, a * also appears the most in A J . By a simple counting, we know that the size of set I a is
For 
Combining with Formula (14) and Lemma 12,
It is easy to see that
Combining with Formula (15), we have
If a = a * , then h(a * ) − h(a) = 0. Combining Formulas (12), (13) and (16), we have the lemma. 2
Lemma 13 actually shows that h(a i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i r ) is very close to h(a * ) in expectation. Let S i be the supersequence of s i in an optimal alignment. Since the expectation is additive, when we regard the majority sequence of r random sequences from S j 1 , S j 2 , . . . , S j k as the majority sequence of S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n , i.e., the median sequence of the optimal alignment, we get in small error with respect to the optimal alignment cost. Now let J be the set of j 's such that s j contains at most cl insertions and deletions in an optimal multiple alignment. Since the average number in one sequence is no more than c in an optimal alignment, we know that |J | (1 − 1/l)n. From Lemma 13, we know that the performance ratio of the Algorithm AverageConsensusAlign is
Note that, in above formula, there is a term A instead of A − 1 since the alphabet for S i 's is Σ ∪ {Δ}. 
c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT in consensus model
We now present a PTAS for c-DIAGONAL ALIGNMENT under consensus alignment model. The algorithm is almost the same to our PTAS for SP model: (1) Dynamically cut the n sequences into small segments such that the total alignment cost for each segment is about ctn for some constant t, i.e., about ct for each piece. That is, there are about ct insertions and deletions for each piece on average. (2) Since the c-diagonal condition, each cut brings in O(cn) error. Thus, the parameter t acts against the errors taken in by the uncertainty of the cutting. (3) Use Algorithm AverageConsensusAlign for each segment and put the segments together.
}A. The complete algorithm is given in Fig. 5 .
Theorem 14. The performance ratio of Algorithm DiagonalAlign is
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 8 straightforward. 
General score schemes
When aligning biological sequences, there is often considerable disagreement about how to weight matches, mismatches, insertions, deletions and gaps [5, 23] . Many score schemes are proposed and some score schemes satisfy the triangle inequality [16] . To our knowledge, all proposed approximation algorithms with guaranteed performance ratios either explicitly or implicitly assume that the score schemes satisfy the triangle inequality [2, 4, 15, 21, 22, 24] . In [24] , score schemes do not have to satisfy triangle inequality. However, since arbitrary number of intermediate sequences (nodes) are allowed to be added between any two sequences assigned to the two ends of an edge in the topology, one can always obtain a reduced score scheme that satisfies the triangle inequality.
There are cases where the topologies are fixed, e.g., tree alignment, SP alignment (a complete graph is assumed) and consensus alignment (a star is assumed) [4, 5, 15, 16, 21, 22] . In these cases, if the original score scheme does not satisfy the triangle inequality, no reduced score scheme that satisfies the triangle inequality can be obtained. We further show that the proposed algorithms for consensus alignment work for a very general type of score schemes, i. Our result mainly depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 15. Let L = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } be a set of n letters in Σ and L k = {a j 1 , a j 2 , . . . , a j k } ⊆ L a set of k letters, where k = 1 − δn for some 0 δ < We have also defined the problem c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT in Section 1 and said that it is an easier version of AVERAGE c-GAP SP ALIGNMENT. In fact, we can give a PTAS for this version by setting l = 1 in Algorithm AverageSPAlign. Obviously, the ratio of the above algorithm is O(1 + 2 r ), which can be proved by setting δ = 0 in Theorem 3.
In Algorithms AverageSPAlign and AverageConsensusAlign, when using as subroutines of the algorithms for cdiagonal models, the for statement in step 1 can be replaced by the following statement as below and the running time is significantly reduced. 
